[Reconstruction of the penile skin in Fourier's gangrene: the use of a helical skin graft].
The emergency treatment of Fournier's and perineal gangrene is now well defined and is based on excision of the necrotic tissues and broad spectrum antibiotics combined with hyperbarid oxygen therapy and symptomatic resuscitation measures. However, several procedures have been described for the reconstruction of the excised zones. In the light of one case of Fournier's gangrene, the authors evaluate reconstruction of the penile skin by means of a helical split-skin graft. With a follow-up of one year, the morphological and functional result was excellent. The patient has normal erection and the suture line does not contain any retractile adhesions. The authors therefore consider that this simple, but little known procedure should be part of the urologist's therapeutic arsenal for reconstruction of the penile skin.